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Wireless actuator, surge group switch FSB61NP-230V

Eltako
FSB61NP-230V
30200430
4010312300213 EAN/GTIN

5931,15 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 5-6 days* (IND)

Radio actuator surge group switch FSB61NP-230V Suitable for pulse pusher, Suitable for roller shutter switch, Suitable for blind switch, Suitable for blind/roller shutter switch,
Suitable for switch, In the housing, Power supply 230 V AC, Push-button operation, Switching operation, Number of relays 1, Type of mounting flush-mounted, material plastic,
material quality thermoplastic, halogen-free, surface other, surface design matt, type of attachment other, color blue, suitable for degree of protection (IP) IP20, radio frequency
868MHz, rolling code system, number of commands 32, radio actuator 230V. 1+1 NO contact, not potential-free 4A/250V AC, for roller shutters and shading elements.
Encrypted radio, bidirectional radio and repeater function can be switched on. Standby loss only 0.9 watts. For flush mounting. 45mm long, 45mm wide, 33mm deep. Supply
switching and control voltage locally 230V. If the supply voltage fails, the system is switched off in a defined manner. In addition to the radio control input via an internal
antenna, this radio actuator can also be controlled locally with a conventional 230V control button that may be installed in front of it. From production week 36/19, a direction
button for down can be connected via the diode RTD (any polarity). Another direction button for up is connected directly to the control input. With the 1st control pulse Down,
the FSB61 switches the control input to direction button. In order to switch the control input back to the universal button, the supply voltage must be briefly switched off.
Encrypted sensors can be taught in. Bidirectional radio and/or a repeater function can be switched on. Each status change and received central control telegrams are then
confirmed with a radio telegram. This radio telegram can be taught into other actuators, the GFVS software and into universal displays. With the upper rotary switch in the LRN
position, up to 35 wireless pushbuttons are assigned, one or more of which are central control pushbuttons. Then the desired function of this surge group switch is selected:
GS1 = group switch with button control and release delay in seconds. A radio button with the function up-stop-down-stop can be taught in as a universal button, as well as a
radio button as a direction button. The OPEN switch position is specifically activated with a key pulse at the top. The DOWN switch position is specifically activated with a
button pulse below. Another key pulse in the same direction interrupts the process immediately. With a key pulse in the other direction, however, the system is stopped and
switched to the opposite...
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